


ahead

The Internet is moving
faster than the speed of light.

And you need
to stay ahead of it.
Count on Compaq.

freedom

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are at the front line of

the Internet revolution. You�re expected to deliver the

best the Internet has to offer, from faster response times

to high scalability to uninterrupted availability.

Compaq is your partner to help you win.

Freedom of Choice:
Solutions for the 21st Century ISP.
Only Compaq offers the combination of:

➔ High-performance servers

➔ Industry-leading storage platforms

➔ Tested support for multiple operating systems and applications.

The addition of Internet tools and guides on Compaq ActiveAnswers

and mission-critical global support services help you make it all work.

Whether you�re providing mail to an exploding subscriber base, hosting

E-Commerce websites, or deploying complex global applications,

Compaq has the NonStop® eBusiness solutions you need.

Solutions



Performanced

choice
Need OS and platform choices?
Compaq offers a variety of robust standards-based platforms along

with supporting solutions and services based on open source and

commercial grade software to meet your needs. In fact, 75 percent of

leading ISPs have standardized on Compaq systems for NT-based

services such as website hosting, E-Commerce and Virtual Private

Networks (VPN). Many ISPs have also selected Compaq�s cutting-edge

solutions, servers and services for Compaq Tru64 UNIX and open source

Linux  environments. Only Compaq offers you the best in every

category. Only Compaq has the ability to handle the interoperability

demanded by ISPs with mixed environments.

Compaq also offers the server choices you need, with a full line of

servers and storage solutions designed specifically for the 7x24

datacenter. Rack-optimized, high-density systems like the Compaq

ProLiant server and Compaq AlphaServer pack incredible performance

into minimal space.

Increase your business efficiency and your
profitability with Compaq ActiveAnswers.
To simplify planning, deployment and operation of Internet and

E-Commerce solutions, there�s no better resource than Compaq

ActiveAnswers�. A unique online resource, ActiveAnswers, is packed with

proven tools and services to help size, configure, install and support

your solutions for companies and applications such as Microsoft;

Netscape; Allaire; Linux; Apache and Send Mail� faster and with less

risk. It�s all at your fingertips at: www.compaq.com/activeanswers

NT, UNIX, Linux �
you have the best

of all worlds.





ahead

Did you 
know�

➔ Leading Tru64 UNIX and Windows NT Server platforms that

provide Robust interoperability and manageability features

➔ ActiveAnswers allows IPSs to quickly size, configure, install and

operate services

➔ Services and programs that help ISPs install, integrate and support

their customers � at the datacenter or the customer site

➔ Marketing programs enabling ISPs to leverage the power of the

Compaq brand to expand sales

➔ Compaq powers some of the busiest sites on

the Internet, including Microsoft.com, Yahoo!,

AltaVista and Compuserve

➔ Six of the top eight ISPs have standardized

on Compaq for their Windows NT-based

web-hosting services1

➔ Thousands of companies worldwide rely on

Compaq�s experience and expertise as a global

enterprise leader 

➔ We offer a full range of Internet and E-Commerce

solutions ideally suited to your needs as an ISP

Compaq
brings you

Did you know...

1
In Business ISP Evolution (May 1997), based on Forrester�s listing of eight companies

identified as "strong" players in simple and/or complex web hosting.

FPO businesscard
holder



d Performance

Your customers
expect a lot from
you; here�s what

you can expect

from Compaq:

Tested Solutions.

➔ Speed and simplified

planning, deploying and

operating solutions with

Compaq tools that make 

a difference

➔ Make decisions quickly and

easily with best-of-breed

software selected, sized,

configured and integrated for

you by Compaq

➔ Enhance your capabilities

without adding headcount

or resources with Compaq

global services to help you

plan, deploy and

manage solutions

Continuous availability.

➔ Intelligently predict and

prevent downtime with

Compaq reliability and

manageability features

➔ Replace hard drives, power

supplies, NICs, controllers and

PCI cards on the fly,

transparently to users, with

highly-redundant

technologies combined with

hot-plug components

➔ Replace select server

components before they

ever fail � with our unique

Pre-Failure Warranty

➔ Implement mission critical

Internet-enabled applications

across your enterprise with

Compaq Distributed

Internet Server Array

(DISA) Architecture

Investment protection.

➔ Grow with your customers�

requirements with Compaq

solutions that are scalable,

upgradable and expandable

➔ Obtain the benefits of NT

and UNIX with synergy

in management and

development across

both platforms with

Compaq Tru64 UNIX

➔ Gain outstanding results and

lower total costs with leading

price/performance from

Compaq technology

➔ Integrate seamlessly with

legacy systems, protecting

your current technology

assets with standards-based

Compaq solutions

More performance per
square inch.

➔ Whether you need

Intel-based Compaq ProLiant

servers or RISC-based

Compaq AlphaServers,

Compaq sets the pace for

server density with a full

line of powerful, compact

and easy-to-service

rack-mount servers that

make the most of expensive

datacenter space

➔ Only Compaq offers you a 3U

server with hot-plug drives

and power supplies as well as

support for RAID 5

➔ Use your costly datacenter

space more efficiently with a

choice of storage solutions

and rack mount accessories

from Compaq
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You need to stay out in front.
Compaq makes it simple.
NonStop® eBusiness solutions.

For more information:
www.compaq.com/isp
www.compaq.com/internet
www.compaq.com/activeanswers


